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This report is a comprehensive evaluation of the existing member site and the three major competitors identified by Nation’s Info.  Prior 
to redesign of the site, this report indicates potential areas of weakness of the existing site and suggestions to improve the usability as 
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discussion with Nation’s Info in regards to direction the new site should take and is not intended as conclusive, but the foundation from 
which the redesign can begin.
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Member Site Competitive Analysis - Home Page Comparisons

Reccomendations based on Comparison

I like the side bar on Realty Trac because it is goal/
task oriented and well laid out.  The other sites give 
the user goal/task oriented options but are not laid 
out as well. The sidebar features on RS feel a little 
random and sparse.  I would like to see more goal/
task oriented options. (see appendix Diagram A)

All of the home pages have maps for searching, RS 
does not, might be nice to add this.

RS is the only site displays saved listings and search-
es on home page, this is useful, RT does as well

RT has a search bar at the top of every page, it takes 
up screen real estate but keeps the focus on search-
ing.  Not sure how important this is for the member 
site, but could be something to consider for the sales 
site.  

RS is the only site that has a completely difference 
experience for the members.  All other sites just have 
additional functionality for members to their sales 
site. 

RS Heuristic Notes:

Breadcrumbs:
There are none.  Plus the navigation does not accurately 
reflect where you are, i.e. the search results page indi-
cates >Home in the nav bar.  It is broken through out the 
site.

Drop Downs: 
Should have defaults based either on member’s info or 
previous selection (obviously member’s info is easiest)

Check box lists:
Anytime you have more than about 4 boxes there should 
be a ‘check all’ uncheck all’ options [Advanced search: 
‘Type of Property’ and ‘Type of Sale’]

Pop ups:
Not clear on the rationale on what pages use pop ups.  
The only problem I have with the pop ups is if they have 
links back to the site, it’s confusing when in a pop up 
and you click a link and don’t have any experience of 

knowing what happened.  Not everyone will logic “Oh 
I’m in a pop up, the link must be back over there” The 
user must have some sort of feedback when they ‘do’ 
something.

Preferred Agents:
Having this on every page is a little (lot) annoying.  Is it 
necessary?

New Feature!   Receive e-mails… 
How do I get info/sign up?

Quick Search: 
Default to member’s county/state--ESPECIALLY since 
the rest of the features do
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Member Site Competitive Analysis - Search Start Page Comparisons

Reccomendations based on Comparison

Do we really need a separate search page?  Why not have the home and 
search pages be the same?  I would label it ‘Search’ and have it be the 
entry page.  Foreclosure.com has only one page, but they have no way 
to access it directly other than clicking on the logo.

Currently this page doesn’t add much, its too much like the home page.  
We could combine the two and put foreclosure information on the entry 
search/home page.

Even consider combining the main search page with the search results 
page once a user has created a search.  Similar to how RS shows the 
saved searches and listings on the home page.  Entry page could show 
most recent search already loaded.  RT does this (entry page shown 
when user has saved searches and properties)

RS Heuristic Notes:

See Heuristic Evaluation for notes on existing search 
for RS site. But based on the competitive analysis I 
want to do something completely different hence the 
notes are no longer relevant.

However, I do like the explanations of why you 
would do a county, vs city search (reference to SEO 
site).  Could add as tool tips.
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Member Site Competitive Analysis - Search Results Page Comparisons

Reccomendations based on Comparison

Hands down, the search solution offered by foreclosure.
com is the best user experience.  They have nicely inte-
grated the map with the search by listing option without 
using up a lot of real estate.  Their advance search, which 
is really just sorting options is a little clunky I would 
redesign that.

All sites used tabs to divide the sale types.  If this divi-
sion is an important factor for people searching for 
particular properties, I recommend we do the same unless 
there is a specific reason we are going with the icon 
sorting of the new design.  (why are auctions pulled out 
under ‘EXTRAS’?)

RT offers a way to narrow search by type on the map, 
this is a nice feature.

Nice use of screen space on foreclosure.com, but user 
may also want to see photos.  Provide a switch between 
simple listings like foreclosure and photo which may also 
show a greater level of detail.

RS Heuristic Notes:

EXTRAS PAGE:
I don’t understand the intention of this page.  Why aren’t 
auctions included with the rest of the search items?  Why 
not turn this page into a resources or learning page?

Bank Owned Properties
Why would I want to search by bank, and not location or 
other criteria?

Real Estate Advice
Who is Benny Kass?  What’s his relationship to RealtyS-
tore?  Better to create a context. Easy access to refine search at top of page, one unified experience. 

(Although I think they took it too far by combining the details page 
with the search results page)
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Member Site Competitive Analysis - Property Details Page Comparisons

Reccomendations based on Comparison

The tab structure on RT works really well,  The page is too long on RS, 
better to have as much information at the finger tips and  above the fold 
as possible.  The tabs structure allows this.  The other option is to do ac-
cordion style boxes that open and close.  The tabs on foreclosure don’t 
work because its mixing the details with the other search option--its 
actually confusing.  The tabs on bargains.com are mostly useless.

RS Heuristic Notes:

PROPERTY DETAILS
Would prefer to see map and directions embedded in 
page.  Why a pop up?  

None of the sites offer a great user experience in regards 
to the photos and the map.  I would like to see a combined 
solution:  multiple views like foreclosure.com, map with 
alternate views as is RT with a similar tabbed structure.  
Definitely don’t like going to external page!

foreclosure.com has some nice additional features: AVM 
reports, legal forms, a large selection of calculators (each 
a  separate app, some links broken, would put them all on 
one page, (see diagram D in appendix) and a nice goal/
task sidebar menu (see diagram C in the appendix). How-

ever some of their resources are just external links which frankly I 
don’t find add value, but on first glance ‘looks’ like it does--”Oh wow 
look at all of this!”

RT has a nice feature that assists you in contacting the home owner, 
see diagram B in appendix.
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Member Site Competitive Analysis - My Account Page Comparisons

RS Heuristic Notes:

MY ACCOUNT
Rather than taking user to new page to make edits use an accordion type 
approach for the entire section, the alternate would be to use tabs as 
does foreclosure.com  The use of tabs vs accordion throughout the site 
should be consistent unless there is a compelling reason not to. 

It would be great to be able to compare saved listings!!!  No competitors 
are doing this.  Also would be good to provide a little more detail.  

Alis and Greg had a really great idea in regards to checklists and to 
make these available under a section heading ‘tools’.  See illustration. 

Should there be a section for ‘my realtors’, some way of saving realtors 
and keeping track of your communications with them?

Food for thought in tools section:
Calendaring for appointments, alerts for when an auction will take 
place, etc. (reference alerts of other sites)

A way to keep record on activity on a particular property--notes, sort 
of like the checklist idea. (see how foreclosure.com and other sites 
are doing this)

See discussion of alerts on following page
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Member Site Competitive Analysis - My Account Page - Realty Trac Alerts

Reccomendations based on Comparison

Alerts seem to be the newest popular thing, obviously RT has spent a lot of thought/time/
energy on them.  Included on this page is a comprehensive illustration of their help pages.  
To truly be ahead of the crowd consider porting alerts to mobile devices.  This would be 
especially useful for realtors and investors.

Please see preceding page for an overview of the facebook mobile app



Member Site Competitive Analysis - Customer Service Page(s) Comparisons

Reccomendations based on Comparison

RT did a really nice job with customer service.  Although 
the searchable database and submit a question are a little 
hard to understand (they do have extensive help on how 
to use it), overall they did a good job of trying to address 
the needs of the user.  

The contact page is extremely helpful by trying to think 
ahead and address common problems.  I think this goes 
a long way with making people feel good and possibly 
even giving a second chance if they have a problem.

What I would like to see on our site is to go even one 
step further.  This is one place where I think the social 
networking can be useful with blogs and forums, espe-
cially with a company moderated forum like HUD.

To really stand out consider live chat or a similar search-
able data base like RT.  At the very least move towards a 
contact page like RT.

Thoughts on page titles: Member Support, Help, Learn, 
Customer Service, Contact.  Could we combine Contact 
Us and Help into Customer Service?  Then where does 
the ‘Learn’ come in?  Are we going to have a ‘Learn’ 
section?

RS Heuristic Notes:

HELP
I would prefer to see this a little more customer service 
focused. Live chat? Help Forums from community and 
company moderated (like the one on HUD, also see fo-
rums and blogs on foreclosure.com)

Contact Us
Why pop up?
No street address, no e-mail address
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Member Site Competitive Analysis - Company Profile Page(s) Comparisons

Recommendations based on Comparison

Although its hidden, RT has quite a bit of corporate infor-
mation.  It’s accessed through a link in the footer called 
‘Press Releases’.  Commonly believed to add credibility.

foreclosure.com has a nice company profile, explains 
where the data comes from, introduces staff--very per-
sonable.  Nice graphics on the testimonials, sparing use 
of video testimonial very nice.

RS Heuristic Notes:

About Us
Why pop up? Why so brief?  No real sense of who you 
are.  foreclosure.com does a really nice job on this/  RT 
has Press Releases and RSS feed.
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Member Site Competitive Analysis - Login Page Comparisons and Miscellaneous Comments

Reccomendations based on Comparison

Log in Screen
The competitors sites all use ‘Free Trial’ rather than register.  Thoughts 
on this?

It might be nice to add some benefits to the login screen.

Just an observation:  Bargains.com has a really obnoxious upsell on 
their log in process that actually tries to trick you (quite effectively) 
into hitting the accept button.    This is not a good user experience.

Finance Pages
For the most part this was just a link to third party services on all the 
sites.  Some of the other sites tried to offer additional financial features 
(see foreclosure.com on the  preceding Property Details page)  RT’s 
apply for a loan function is broken and it isn’t clear who you are giving 
your information to.  I don’t have a strong opinion in regards to how 
to improve this page, however I did like the variety of calculators that 
foreclosure.com had. 

Affiliate Pages
Except for foreclosure.com that had a number of community based and 
partner programs, the sites generally used Commission Junction for 
affiliates.  

Providers
Need to clarify our intention.  Are we creating value add to providers?  
Or value add to our members by hooking them up to agents and other 
service providers.  This is a potential area where the social networking 
would make sense, but we need to clarify our goals.

Education/Resources
Again, we need to clarify our goals in respect to this.  My sense is that 
you do not want to jump on this band wagon, however the other sites 
have fairly extensive value adds in this area. especially RT and fore-
closure.com.  It is also an opportunity to generate additional income.  I 
feel it will be especially important in regards to the social networking.  
People who use social networking are information junkies and want to 
know what’s going on now, right now!   The people most likely to use 
the social networking are going to be interested in either providing edu-
cation or getting educated.  If we aren’t attracting these people to the 
site, then we have little chance of succeeding with the social network.

RS Heuristic Notes:

LOANS
Why is mortgage news here?  (mortgage news should be 
live feed, see http://pipes.yahoo.com/prmpipes/content 
keyword, easy to suck in via a variety of data types)
Is it really necessary to do a search between types of 
loans?  Why not just have all the loans on one page and 
indicate what types of loans are available, like a chart?

Current Rates
What is the source of this?  Seems barren, unofficial, 
some more info would be helpful.

Loan Provider Page
Why are the buttons that neon green color?
Page could be formatted better, use of headings and space 
between providers, no need to have the heading a link

SIDEBAR FEATURES
Check Neighborhood 
Read comments from a Realtor ‘Find a Real Estate Agent’ 
page below (link at bottom ‘navigate to top’ takes you to 
alternate page, kicks you out of state and up to top level 
which there is no context for, the user will expect to go to 
top of page)

Find a Real Estate Agent
Maybe should default to member’s state?
Little confused about where this takes you, the same page 
as ‘Read comments from a Realtor’  

OK, so is that if there are no comments it gets some ge-
neric ‘National Summary’.  If so, it should explain that.

Foreclosure Index
Maybe should default to member’s state?

FOOTER LINKS
Professional Network
Why not have a page on the member site rather than break 
the experience and send them to the sales site?

Why not keep all fields to the left in one column?  Re-
search shows….   Put ext. on same line as phone.  I’ve 
seen city/st/zip on one line.  Not sure what the research 
says, but it’s very practical from a layout perspective.

Foreclosure Law
Why go to the external site, rather than an index to the 
internal pages?



Member Site Competitive Analysis - Appendix

diagram A - RT Goal/Task Oriented Sidebar diagram B - RT Contact Owner Application diagram C - Foreclosure.com Goal/Task Oriented Sidebar

diagram D - Foreclosure.com Biweekly Mortgage Calculator


